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In the random censorship from the right model, strong and weak limit theorems 
for Bahadur-Kiefer type processes based on the product-limit estimator are 
established. The main theorm is sharp and may be considered as a final result as 
far as this type of research is concerned. As a consequence of this theorem a sharp 
uniform Bahadur representation for product-limit quantiles is obtained. 0 1990 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let Xi, X,, . . . be a sequence of i.i.d. rv’s with distribution function (G!!) F 
and let Yi, Yz, . . . be a sequence of i.i.d. rv’s with dfG. Both sequences are 
assumed to be independent. In the random censorship from the right model 
Xi may be censored on the right by Yi so that the pair (Zi, S,), i= 1, 2, . . . 
is observed, where Zi = min(Xi, Yi) and hi = 1 ix,S r,l. The dfH of the Zi 
(which are also independent) is then given by H= 1 - (1 - F)(l - G). 
As in most applications all rv’s are assumed to be positive. Moreover, we 
assume throughout that the following condition is satisfied: 
(A) F is differentiable on (0, co) with continuous and positive 
derivative f and G is continuous on (0, co ). 
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The product-limit (PL) estimator F,, (at stage n) introduced by Kaplan and 
Meier [93 comes out as the maximum likelihood estimator of F: 
i-F,(x)= n (l-6,,,/(n-i+l)), x 2 0, 
Z(l)GX 
where OcZ,,,< ... < Z,,, are the order statistics of the Zi, 1 < i 6 n, and 
dCi, are the corresponding 6’s. The associated PL process will be given by 
E,(X) = n”*(F,(x) - F(x)), x 2- 0. 
The quantile function (or inverse) Q of F is naturally estimated by 
Q,(t) = inf(x: F,(x) 3 t), t E (0, 1). 
The PL quantile process is then given by 
B,(t) = n”*f(QW)(Q,W - Q(t)), t E (0, 1). 
In this paper we will study the so-called Bahadur-Kiefer process 
associated with the above PL and PL quantile process defined by 
K(t) = dQ(t)) + B,(t), t E (0, 1). (1.1) 
In the uncensored case this process was introduced by Bahadur [23 and 
further investigated by Kiefer [ 10, 111. A discussion of the literature on the 
subject for the censored as well as the uncensored case is postponed until 
the end of this section. 
Write 
TG=inf(x:G(x)= 1) 
and let A be a Gaussian process defined on [O, F(T,)), with mean zero and 
covariance function 
&l(s) A(t)) = (1 - s)( 1 - t) h(s A t), O,<s, t<F(TC), 
where 
h(s)=j”(l-u)-*(I-G(Q@)))-‘du, O<s<F(T,). 
0 
Moreover, let us detine the Gaussian process 6, by 
&(s) = 4)/(1- G(Q(s))), O,<s<F(T,). 
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In the same spirit we write 
8n,G=Pni(l-~O~). 
Our first result gives the weak convergence of the finite dimensional 
distributions of R,. 
THEOREM 1. Let condition (A) be satisfied and let 0 < 0 < F(T,). 
Suppose that for any 0 < s < Q(e) 
lim sup If(t) -f(s)l/d”’ = 0. 
A10 r:Ir-sl<A 
Let keN andO<s,< ... <s,<8 befixed. Then asn+og, 
nli4(R,(sl), . . . . R,h,J) -2 (2, I&-b,)l 1’2, . . . . Z,c I&(s,)I~‘~), 
where Z, , . . . . Zk are independent N(0, 1) rv’s independent of 2,. 
The second result is an almost sure analogue of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, we have for s E (0,tl) 
fixed, almost surely, 
lim sup n114(log log n)P3/4 1 R,(s)\ < 23/4(1 -s)l12 hli4(s)(l - G(Q(s))))‘j2. 
n-m 
We now present our main result, which is so powerful that it has a lot 
of interesting results as a corollary. For its presentation we use the notation 
II(~[l~=sup~~r~,~, Iv(t)\, when cp is a real valued function on [a, b]. 
THEOREM 3. Let condition (A) be satisfied and let 0 < 8 < F( To). 
Suppose there exists a CE (0, co) such that 
lim sup s,r:,;yIfi<d Ifw-f(sw@2<c (1.2) 
AlO 
I < Q(B) 
and let f be right-continuous at 0. In case limxl, f(x) =O, suppose that, in 
addition, for some a E (0, co ), 
$ J'(x) If '(XII (f(x))-* = a. (1.3) 
Then we have 
lim n”4(log n)-“* l)R,IIt/( ljfl,,GII~)“2 = 1 a.s. 
“-+CC 
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Combination of Theorem 3 with the results in Aly, Csorgii, and Horvath 
[ 1 ] yields: 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3 we have 
n”4(logn)-“2 llR,IIiP, ((l;IG/l:)“’ as n-co; (1.4) 
lim sup n114(log n)-l/* (log log n)-‘j4 11 R,IIi = 21i4 
n-m 
where Z denotes the identity function; 
2-3/‘$$/2(1 -@l/2 h’/“((j) 
< lim inf n’/4(log n)-‘I* (log log n)‘j4 llR,ll: 
“-CC 
< 2-3’4rc1’2h”4(0)(1 - G(Q(e)))-“* a.3. (1.6) 
Zflim,,, f(x) > 0, then (1.5) entails that uniformly over all s E (0,0) we have 
Qn(s) = Q(s) + 
s - J'n(Q(s)) 
fcQcs>> $ O(n-3’4(log n)‘12 (log log n)‘j4) a.s. 
Discussion and Bibliography. In the uncensored case Kiefer [lo] proved 
both Theorem 1 for the case k = 1 and Theorem 2 (with the right constant). 
Note that in the uncensored case (G = 0) the constant on the right in 
Theorem 2 reduces to 23’4(s( 1 - s))‘14, whereas in that case the actual value 
of the limsup is equal to 25’43-3’4(s(1 -s))“~. Theorem 1 for arbitrary 
kE N and GE 0 is presented in Beirlant et al. [3]. An in probability 
version of Theorem 3 (with 0 = 1) in the uncensored case is established in 
Kiefer [ 111, where the author claims that the statement holds true almost 
surely; he did not publish a proof, however. Recently, his claim has been 
proved in Shorack [ 15, upper bound]) and Deheuvels and Mason [8, 
lower bound]. 
In the literature on the random censorship model only the type of 
problem discussed in Theorem 2 and (1.5) has been considered. A version 
of the statement in (1.5) can be found in Cheng [6], but with a worse rate. 
Aly et al. Cl] derived the exact rate in (1.5), but did not find the right con- 
stant. Comparing Theorem 3 with its uncensored analogue (Theorem 1A in 
Deheuvels and Mason [8]), it is striking that /In,c instead of /In shows up 
in the denominator. Finally, note that the assumptions on F are some- 
what milder than the usual Csbrgo-Rivtsz conditions, cf. Theorem 4.3 
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in Aly et al. [ 11. Hence, for positive random variables, the main result in 
that paper (Theorem 4.4; a Kiefer process type strong approximation of /I,) 
is improved as far as the assumptions on F are considered. 
2. PROOFS 
Consider the new set of rv’s 
Ui = F(X,), Vi = F( Y,), Wi= F(Z,) = Ui A Vi. 
Then the Uj are i.i.d. uniform (0, 1) rv’s, independent of the Vi; the Vi are 
also i.i.d. with df Go Q. The PL estimator based on these reduced rv’s is 
then given by 
r,(t) = F,@(t)), t E to, 11, 
and the corresponding PL process is given by 
a,(t) = n”2tC,tt) - t) = dQ(t)), t E (0, 1). 
Moreover, we put 
q,,(r) = inf{s: T,,(S) > t} = F(Q,(t)) 
and 
b,(t) = n1’2kLtt) - f), t E (0, 1). 
The corresponding Bahadur-Kiefer process is denoted by 
r,(t) = a,(t) + b,(t), t E (0, 1). 
We first present a number of lemmas which relate R, to r,,. 
LEMMA 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 we have for any t E (0, 0) 
that as n + co 
n1’4(Rn(f)-rr,(t))~ 0; 
n114(log log n)-3/4 (R,(t) - r,(t)) - 0 a.s. 
ProojI We only prove the first statement; the second one is proved in 
an analogous way. Let Oc 8~ F(T,). As R,-r,=B”-b,, it remains to 
derive that as n + 00, 
n”4tB,tt) - b,(t)) -5 0, O-ct-c8. 
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Remark that 
where l0,,,-tl gnu”* Ib,(t)[. As n+ co, b,(t)=0,(1); hence 
n”4 I/?,(t) -b,(t)1 < n”4 Ib,(t)l fcQct)) - 1 
f(Q(~t,n)) 
=0,(l). sup 
If(Q(t)) -f(Q(v,,l 
u:lf-t’l <n-‘qb.(l)l (n-“’ Ib,(r)l)“’ ’ 
which tends to zero in probability by assumption. 1 
LEMMA 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3 we have, as n + co, 
n”4(log n)-‘12 (log log n)‘14 l/R, - r,l/i + 0 as. 
ProoJ Let 8 <F(TG). As in the proof of Lemma 1 we find that it suf- 
fices to show that 
a.s. 
First consider the case lim, 1 o f(x) > 0. From Theorem 5.1 in Aly et al. [ 1 ] 
limsup(210glogn)-‘~2~~~,~~~=~~(1-Z)h’~2~)~ a.s., (2.1) 
n+cc 
so that we are finished if we show that under the given conditions 
n’/4(log ,)-II2 (log log n)3’4 
a’s’ 
By (1.2) for some Ke E (0, co) we have almost surely 
lim sup n 1’4(log n) - ‘I2 (log log n)3’4 
II 
f(QU)) -f(Q(4,,)) ’ 
II-CC II f(Q(eI,n)) 0 
< CK, lim sup (log n)- ‘I2 (log log r~)~‘” ([lb, 11 i)‘/2, 
“-CO 
which equals zero almost surely by application of (2.1). 
Now suppose limXlo f(x) = 0. With the same method as above it is 
immediate that for any 0 < E < 8, 
n’14(log n)-‘12 (log log n)‘j4 IIR, - r,llf -+ 0 a.s. (2.2) 
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As already mentioned in Aly et al. [ 1, proof of Theorem 4.31, the proof of 
(3.3) in Csiirgd and Revtsz [7] can be mimicked to show that for some 
C, E (0, co) and for “small” E > 0 
n1j4(log n))“* (log log n)‘j4 ilfl, - h,ll&,, + 0 as., (2.3) 
where 6(n) = C, n ~ ’ log log IZ, since for “small” E > 0, 
sup F(x) If’(x)/ (f(x)))’ 6 2a. 
O<.Y<Q(2c) 
In Aly et al. [ 1 ] it is also shown that 
llhnII;‘“) 2 O(n-“2 log log n) as n+co. (2.4) 
Asfo Q is regularly varying at zero with positive index a, one can construct 
a non-decreasing function jQ such that fQ <fo Q and limXio fQ(x)/ f(Q(x)) = 1. (See, e.g., Theorem 1.5.3 in Bingham et al. [4].) Let 
U(,,< ... 6 UC”“, denote the order statistics of those observation among 
u u,, I, . ..> which are uncensored, i.e., for which bj= 1. Assume 
r,,( U+ i ,) < t < r,( U,,,). Then for t 6 U,i, and 12 large enough 
I&(t)1 <n"* s ,""'g/ du 
< n'l' ~ s Uf')f(Q(t)) du f fQ@, 
d f(Q(t)) sup m.n 
1,2 U(d&J du 
te(0,6(n)J f fQ@) 
6 2b,(t). (2.5) 
The case t > UCij can be handled along the lines of (3.14) in Csijrgij and 
Revtsz [7], cf. Aly et al. [l, pp. 200-2011. From this remark, (2.5) in 
combination with (2.4), and (2.4) itself, we have 
ll/l-bnlp’< ll&ll;(“‘+ IlbJp)= O(n+‘2(logn)*“). 
Combining this with (2.2) and (2.3) completes the proof for the case 
lim,,, f(x) = 0 and hence of the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3 we have, us n + CO, 
fl”4(logn)-1’2 ll~,-~,ll~/~llB,.~ll~~“* +O . U.S., 
Ilr,lli Ilr,ll~ Ilr,llZ 
> 
(2.6) 
(IlB”,Gl131’2- WJ(l - Glll::1’2 (IlMl -G)llfJ” +’ 
U.S. 
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Proof. Combination of Lemma 2 and 
lim inf (log log n) ‘I2 II b, II i > 0 a.s. (2.7) 
n+co 
(see Fact 3 below) yields the first statement in (2.6). To prove the second 
statement it suffices to show that 
{(llb,/(l - GNl~)“‘- ~llB~.,l~~~‘~2)/<IIBn,Gll~~1’2 -+ 0 a.s. 
Using x1/’ - y112 = (X - y)/(x’/* + y*12), x, y > 0, (2.7), and again Lemma 2, 
the proof reduces to showing 
(log log fv2 IIP, - u: -+ 0 a.s., 
which follows from one more application of Lemma 2. 1 
From Lemma 1 and Lemma 3, it follows that we can confine ourselves 
to the proofs of Theorems l-2 and Theorem 3, respectively, in case the Xi’s 
are uniformly (0, 1) distributed and the Yi’s are distributed according to a 
d’G (which is now shorthand for Go Q) with support on (0,l). Observe 
that GO Q is continuous, since F is strictly increasing. We also adopt the 
notation introduced at the beginning of this section. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin by 
recording a number of facts, which are required for the proofs. After that, 
we give a detailed proof of Theorem 3. Finally, short proofs of Theorems 1 
and 2 are presented. 
Fuct 1 (Burke, Csiirgd, and Horvath [S], Major and Rejto [ 123). There 
exists a two-parameter standard Wiener process W such that, for any 
0 E to, To), 
llu, - n-‘j2(1 -I) W(h(Z), n)llt = O(n-“‘(log n)*) a.s. (2.8) 
Define a sequence { W,,}z= 1 of (one-parameter) standard Wiener 
processes by 
W,=n-“*W(Z,n), (2.9) 
write 
/I,=(1 -I) W,oh, (2.10) 
and note that for all n E N: /1, 5 ,I, with /i as in Section 1. 
Fact 2 (cf. Shorack [15]). Let W, be as above, CE (0, co) arbitrary, 
and {k,}p= 1 a sequence of positive numbers such that k,J , nk,t 
log( l/k,)/log log n -P co and log( l/k,)/(nk,) -+ 0. Then 
lim sup I W,(u) - W*(u)l (2.11 
n-co ,,s;p,*, (2k, log(l/k,))“2’1 as’ 
) 
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and 
lim sup IWrI(u)- ~n(u)l < 1 as 
’ ’ 
(2.12) 
“--rot, ,,s:,p,k (2 Iu--1 log(l/k,))“*’ 
o<u.“<: 
Fact 3 (Aly, Csiirgo, and Horvath Cl]). We have almost surely 
lim sup (log log fl))“2 
” + %’ 
(2.13) 
and 
cl 
7~8 P’/2( 1 - 0) P’(0) < lim inf (log log n)“’ 
n-m II II 
+-G 
0 
(2.14) 
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of the upper bound part is an adapta- 
tion of that in Shorack [lS], whereas the proof of the lower bound part 
is based on Deheuvels and Mason [S]. We first show that if 0 < 8 < T,, 
LS := lim sup n114(log n)) ‘I2 /lr,lli/( llb,/( 1 - G)ll z)“’ < 1 a.s. (2.15) 
n+cc 
Note that for any SE [0,0], 
r,(s) = a,(s) - a,(cl,(s)) + nl’*(r,(qn(s)) - s). 
In Sander [13] it is shown that 
n1i2 IIr,0q,-ZII~=O(n-“2) as. 
Hence, (2.8) and (2.14) entail that 
n’14 II4 - Loq,ll~ 
Ls=li~+s~p (logn 116,/(1 -G)lli)“’ 
as. 
Let 
k, = X( 1 - 0) h”‘(0)/(8n log log n)“*, 
I,= {(s, t):s>O,O<t<0, Ih(t)-&)I < llhq,-hII:, 
(I-t)21h(t)-h(s)l<ll(l-~)2(hqn-h)ll~)> 
J,= {(.s, t)EZ,: Ih(t)-h(s)1 <k,}, 
K,= ((s, t)EZ,: /h(t)-W)l >k,,). 
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Then almost surely 
I4(t) - Lh)l 
’ liEstp (3~~!In (log n IIts, - Ml - G)ll$1’2 
+ lif?+sip (s~~!In 
(1 - t) I W,oYt)) - ~nW))l 
(log n II(sn - Ml - G)ll$“’ 
=: LS, + lim sup sup A,(s, t) =: LS, + LS,. 
n-cc (S,l)EI” 
It is well known that for arbitrary 0 < c < co, 
)I W,ll G = O((log log n)“‘) 
From (2.13) we obtain 
a.s. (2.17) 
Jlhoq,--hJJ~,<JJq,-I))~ jlh’ll~V4n(e)~ O(n-‘~2(loglogn)1~2). (2.18) 
Hence from (2.17), (2.18), and (2.14) we have a.s. as n+ co, 
It - 4 I WnW))l 
(sy;f,n (logn ll(qn-l)/(l _G)II~)1/‘=‘(n-1’4(10gn)-1’2 (10g10gn)5’4)? 
implying that LSI = 0 a.s. Furthermore, 
LS, = lim sup sup A,(s, t) v lim sup sup A,(s, t) 
n-m (s,I)EJ, n-03 (S.I)EK” 
=: LS, v LS,. 
First, by (2.14) we have a.s. 
LS3 d lim sup sup (1 - t) I ~#I(~(~)) - ~,(W))l 
n + m  (s, t) E Jn (k, log .)I’2 
< lim sup I W”(U) - Wn(o)l 
n-t’x ,.“tt’Ln WI ‘og(‘l~,)P2 
OGUSh(B) 
V>O 
as log(llk)ll o n + l/2 as n + cc. Hence LS3 < 1 a.s., because of (2.11). is 
Next, since G is continuous ll(q,--Z)/(l - G)lli- II(hoq,--h)(l -Z>‘II~ 
a.s. as n + 00, so that 
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LS, = lim sup sup (1 - f) I Wn(h(t)) - Wnv4~))l 
n-r IS,l)EK” mz~ ll(h~q,-h)(l-f121\8,)“2 
6 lim sup sup I WrMt))- W?m))l 
“-CC (.C.,)EKn P(f) - h(s)1 1’2 (1% n)l’* 
d lim sup I W,(u) - W,(o)l 
oy;t:&f;,, l~--l”~ PlogWk))1’2 
a.s. 
n-m 
. .I, 
Applying (2.12) yields LS, 6 1 a.s. Hence the proof of (2.15) is completed. 
Now it remains to show that if 0 < 8 < TG, 
LZ:=lim inf n1’4(log PZ~“’ I\r,llfJ(\lb,,/(l - G)\\i)“‘> 1 a.s. (2.19) 
n-z 
Using similar steps as in the upper bound part of this proof we find that 
if suffices to show that 
lim infnl,4(logn)-l,’ lI(1 -NWnoh- KPk%Ni> 1 
n-cc (Il~,l(l - G)II:)“’ ’ a’s’ 
Let 
h(q,(t))=h(t)+n~‘lZb,(t)h’(a(n, f)), (2.20) 
where la(n, t) - t) d n-l” Ib,(t)l. Then, with h’ denoting the inverse of h, 
LI = lim inf 
n’/4 
n - e (log a)“? 
x /I(1 - h’)( W, - W/ (Z+np1’2(b,ohi) h’(a(n, h’))))ll;“’ 
(/I(& 0 h’) h’(a(n, h’))(l - h’)21#e’)“2 
as. 
Write for v E CO, n], 
$s,n(v) = h’(NWn)> 
%r(v) = 1 - I(le,,(v), 
f,(u) = (n”‘lW) U+,,,(v)) h’(ah $e,rt(v))), 
(2.21) 
and observe that for any standard Wiener process W,, the process P,, 
defined by 
F,,(v) = (n/h( 0))“’ W,,( uh( d)/n), u 3 0, 
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is again a standard Wiener process. So by changing variables 
(u = (n/h(@))t), we obtain 
Lz=liminfII%(K- @x~+fn))ll;f 
n- m (log n)1’2 (117rYJ ;;)I’2 as. 
(2.22) 
Now to show that the right side of (2.22) is not smaller than one a.s., we 
can make use of the following proposition, which constitutes a generaliza- 
tion of Proposition 1 in Deheuvels and Mason [S]. In our proposition we 
will abuse notation by again using sequences of functions (n, I,“= I and 
{fn}F= I and a sequence { w”}z=, of Wiener processes. These sequences 
are defined below and are not related to the above sequences with the same 
names. However, we will apply the Proposition with E,, f,, and l7,, as 
above. Let (rc,,}F= , be a sequence of decreasing functions satisfying: 
(rcl) there exists some c > 0, such that 
c< ll~,ll~~ 1 for all n > 1, 
(7~2) lim sup n llrr~l];1< co. 
For any y > 1, (I > 1, r~ > 0, v > 1 we denote by s,(r, a, q, v) the subclass of 
all sequences (fn>z= r of real-valued functions defined on [0, co) such that 
(F,l) for all n> 3, 
y - ln”*/log* n < II 7rifn I( I; < yn”2 log2 n, 
(F,2) for all n L v, 
for some closed interval Z, c [0, n] of length ~ne~““gr”gn)‘, 
(F3) for all n> 1, O<s+f,(s) for SE [O, n]. 
Let FL= fLl OJ,,o U?,o Uval S,(r, a, v, ~1). (Here Y, a, q are assumed 
to be rational and v an integer.) 
PROPOSITION. With the above notation and { ~,,}~=, being any sequence 
of standard Wiener process on [0, 00) sitting on a joint probability space, we 
have with probability one for all sequences {f,,} ,“= , E g,, 
lim inf R,(z,,, f,,) 2 1, 
n -+ cc 
where RJz,, fJ= (lln~fnII~logn}-1’2 IId@no(I+fn)- ~e)ll;t. 
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Proof. Choose any (f,,),“= 1 E s,(y, a, ye, v), where y > 1, a > 1, v] > 0 are 
rationals and v is a positive integer. Define 
h,(k) = y -Wn”2/10g~ Iz 
for k = -3, -2, - 1, 0, . . . . k(n) := [log, (c-‘y’ log4 n)] + 1 
and 
Z,(m) = [m &I exp( -(log log n)‘), (m + 1) 6n exp( -(log log n)*)] 
for m = 0, 1, . . . . m(n) := [S-l exp((log log n)‘)] + 1, 
with 6 = v/6. Let I, = [L,, p,]. By (F, 1) and (rcl), for all n >, 3 we can find 
an 0 < 1, <k(n) such that 
Ml, - 1) d 11~xll;r/~~(P,) d Ml,). (2.23) 
Hence by (F,2), for all n >, max(v, 3), 
~3Pn) kl(l, - 2) 6 a-’ ll~~fnII;1~ KWn) G Ilazll;; < &4 kr(4). 
(2.24) 
Now 
RAG fn) 2 {SUP I ~Js + .68(s)) - ~,(s)l mog n) kzKJ)“* =: An. 
s E I” 
(2.25) 
Furthermore by (nl) and (712) there exist K> 0, v1 > 1 such that for n B vI, 
~“(krY~,(P,) = 1 + {%(AJ - aL)~l%hl) 
G 1 + Ic-‘h--J d(~n)l 
< 1 + Kqne -(‘“g’ogn)Z/n < al/Z, (2.26) 
with I, < 13, < pn. Also we may choose an 1 < m G m(n) such that 
Z,(m- l)uZ,(m)cZ,. (2.27) 
Suppose first that M,(xif,,) = inf,,,” (n:(s) f,(s)). Then by (2.23), (2.24), 
and (2.26) we have for all n> v, and SEZ,, 
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So for s E I, and n large enough, 
If,(~)-kz(47)l G(1 -a-3)k(hJ 
and, thus, 
sup I WAS + L(s)) - ~?&)I 2 sup I PAS + h,(L)) - F&)1 
s E In SE I.(m) 
- sup sup I WAS + f) - ~&)I, 
0 c s < 2n 0 < f < rh.(l,) 
where T = 1 - ad3. Hence in this case, 
where 
d&Y YY 4 
= min min sup I Fl(s + k(k)) - ~Aoll(kl(~) 1% 41’2 
-3Gk<k(ft) OCmsm(n) SEl”(rn) 
and 
D”(4 YY T) 
= max sup sup I IT& + t) - WJs)l/(h,(k) log ny. 
-3Ck$k(n) O<SCZrl O<r<rh,(k) 
Next, suppose M,,(zif,) =inf,.,” (--z:(s) f,(s)). Then similarly as in the 
preceding case one shows that for SE I, and n large enough, 
IL(s) + kA4 - 311 G Wl”) 
and 0 <S + f,,(s) <S - h,(l, - 3). Thus, 
sup I F??(u + L(u)) - ~n(u)l 2 sup I Wn(u - h,(l, - 3)) - fu~,l 
” E I, u E I” 
- sup sup I W”(S + t) - FVJS)]. 
0 < s Q 2n 0 4 f < rh.(/,) 
Note that there exists v2 2 max(v, 3) such that for all n 2 v2, 
h,(Z,) < h,(k(n)) ,< $ Sn exp( - (log log n)2). (2.29) 
Hence we have {u=s+h,(l,-3):s~Z,,(m--l)}cZ,(m-l)uZ,,(nz)cZ,, 
so that in the present case, 
A, > (h,(Z,) log n)-li2 { sup I FTJs + h,(l, - 3)) - FVJs)l 
ssI,(m- I) 
- sup sup I Wnb + t) - ~&)I > 
O<s,cZn O=sr~rh.(l”) 
2 ML- 3)/kU,)P2 V.(4 Y9 6) - D,(a, Y, 7)). 
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Hence, in both cases possible we have 
A, 2 a-3’2 d,(a, y, 6) - D,(a, Yt T). 
Now from (slight modifications of) Lemmas 1 and 2 in Deheuvels and 
Mason [S] we obtain with probability one uniformly over all sequences 
CL>Z 1 E S,(Y, a, rl, vh 
liminfR,(7r,,f,)>aP3/2-2(1-aa3)‘/2. 
n + -c 
(2.30) 
Observing that the right side of (2.30) can be chosen arbitrary close to one 
for a suitable choice of a > 1 completes the proof. [ 
Let us now finish the proof of Theorem 3. Observe that (nl) and (7~2) 
are easily checked for rc, as defined in (2.21). So it suffices to verify the 
conditions (F,l), (F,2), and (F3) in case 
f,(s) = @“‘/Me)) U$,,(s)) h’(ah $ds))) 
= --s + w4~)) ~(q,(ll/,,b)))~ 
where the last equality follows from (2.20). So (F3) is immediate. To check 
(F, 1) remark that for any 0 < p < T,, 
1 <h’(u)d(l -8)-‘(1 -G(n))-‘, OdZ468 
Using condition (nl ) and Fact 3 we see that (fn}E = , satisfies (F, 1) almost 
surely for y large enough. 
Finally, we show that {f,),“= r satisfies (F,2) almost surely. Let K, = 
ry exp( -(log log n)‘). For any s, t E [0, n], 
bat) f,(t) - 44 fn(s)l 6 I(~~(+ +,, f,(t)1 + Ini;(s)(f,(t) -f,(s))1 
=: d,(s, t) + d,(s, t). 
First, 
where for the last inequality (7~1) is used twice. Hence, uniformly over all 
intervals Z, of length K,,, we have a.s. as n -+ cc that 
sup 4th t)= W(%h) Il~ffnll;;) = mcfJ;;). 
J. IC In 
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Next by (nl) and standard manipulations 
as, t) G If,(t) -f,(s)1 
d (n”*/w)) IIM: Ih’(46 Ii/e,,(t))) - Wh ICle,nb)))I 
+ (n”*/w)) Wll e ” yn(e) lull/e,,(t)) - ~n(+o.n(s))I 
=: dj(S, t) + d&, t). 
As h’> 1 on [0,19], it follows that tig,, is a Lipschitz function: for all n 3 1 
and all s, t E [0, n], 
ltieJI(~) - $e,n(s)l d VdWn) If -4. (2.31) 
Moreover, h’ is uniformly continuous on [0, i9] for 0 <g < T,, since G is 
assumed to be continuous. Hence, also using (2.13), we have uniformly 
over all intervals Z, of length rc, that a.s. as n --+ co, 
sup 4% t) = 4n”* IIJLII:) = 4ll~5f”ll;f), 
s, fE I” 
where the last “equality” follows from the fact that 117r~fJl;f 2 
c2n1’* Ilb,Il;/h(6). 
Observe that for any S, TV [0, n], 
d&s, t) ,< (n”‘/qe)) Ilh’ll: ” 9n(e) Ilr,II; 
+nl/2 Il~‘II~V9”(~) MlC/s,n(t)) -%(lC/s,nb))l 
=: d, + d&, t). 
From (2.13), the upper bound part of this proof and the fact that h’ is 
bounded from above on [0,8] for 0 < g < T,, we see that a.s. as n + 00, 
d, = O(n1’4(log n)“* (log log n)“4) = o( lln:j-nll;t), 
where for the last “equality” (F,l) is applied. From (2.31) we get with the 
help of Schlfer [14, Corollary 3.21 or Aly et al. [ 1, Theorem 2.11 that a.s. 
as n-,oo, 
sup sup Us, 1) 
I”:(I”l~x.s,rEI” 
I”,= CO,nl 
<n’12 Jpqp9m sup SUP b,(u) - a,(o)l 
J.: IJslI <h(B) K./n U,” E J” 
J”C CO.81 
= O(n’/2(log n)l/* (~,/n)‘/*). 
683/35/2-l I 
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As (ic, log n)“‘= o( Ilrrifn\l;f), we can conclude that uniformly over all 
intervals I, c [0, n J of length K, we have as. as n -+ co, 
sup I+, fn(s) - m) f,(t)1 = 4 Il~~fA;;)~ 
s. * c I” 
Hence (F,2) holds almost surely (a > 1 arbitrary), finishing the proof. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. The derivation of the limit finite dimensional 
distributions of rn follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 3 in Beirlant 
et al. [3]. We only sketch the proof. 
First with the help of approximation results (cf. Fact 1) one shows that 
it is possible to construct a sequence ( W,,}z= , of standard Wiener 
processes extended to (- KI, co), in such a way that for 0 <s < 8, as 
n-03, 
n114 r,(s)-(l-s) WnW))-W, 
np’i2W,(h(s)) 
h(~)-(l-s)(l-G(s)) =op(l). 
For any choice of lza 1 and O<s, < . . . <s,<fI fixed, let 
W!7i’(xi) = n’/4{ W,(h(s,) + np ‘/*xi) - W,,(h(si))}, x, E R, 
and let 
i = 1, . . . . k, 
f’,:=-(W,,oh)/((l-1)(1-G)). 
Using Lemma 2.2 in Beirlant et al. [3] one shows that as n + CO, 
( WY’, . ..) wff’, V,) A ( w’l’, . ..) W’k’, V), 
where W(l), . . . . Wck’ are independent two-sided Wiener processes inde- 
pendent of f~‘=~ V,,. To this end one only needs to check that 
n”4(Cov[ W,(h(s) + n -“2-x), - W,,(h(t))/((l - t)(l - G(t)))1 
- Cov[ W,(h(s)), - W,(h(t))/(( 1 - t)( 1 - G(t)))]} + 0 as n + cc 
for any s E (0,0) and x E R. From this weak convergence result one deduces 
that as n+ cc, 
(-Cl -s,) Www,)), .--> -(I -Sk) ~?v-,(~,))) 
5 ( - (1 - sl) W”‘( V(s,)), . . . . - (1 - sk) W’k’( I’&))). (2.32) 
Since the right side of (2.32) is equal in distribution to 
((1 -St) W”)(&(S,)/(l -S,)2), . . . . (1 -Sk) W(k’(&(S,)/(l -Sk)*)) 
p (2, l?f,(s, )I 1’2, . . . . Zk l&fs,)l 1’2), 
the result follows. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 2. This proof can be given along similar lines as that 
of the upper bound part of Theorem 3. However, it is simpler because no 
supremum (0 < s < 13) and no denominator (( Ij fin,G 11;) ‘I’) is involved. Here 
follows a short proof. 
Writing 1, = n114/(log log n)3’4 we have for arbitrary E > 0, almost surely, 
the following string of (in)equalities: 
lim sup 1, Ir,(s)l 
n-m 
= lim SUP I, 1-W) -&(&))I 
n-m 
d lim sup 1, sup I(1 -s) WnW))- (I- f) ~n(h(t))l 
lz’cc f: P(s) -h(r)1 d Ih(s) -We(s))1 
< lim sup I,( 1 - s) sup I W,z(h(s)) - ~n(h(t))l=: Us). 
n-m r:lh(s)--h(t)l s ((I+&) 2h(s)loglogn)" d!'(l-s)(l-G(s)) 
It is easily shown that 
L(s) < (1 + &)I’2 23/4 h’/“(s)( 1 - s)ii2 (1 - G(s))-“’ a.s. 
Noting that E > 0 is arbitrary, yields the desired result. 1 
Note added in proof: After completion of our paper, Paul Deheuvels informed us that he 
and Ming Gu did research on this subject too. 
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